These precarious times are clearly showing us that we need progressive change that helps us take care of one another. We need adequate sick leave, worker protections, and financial relief to people and not corporations.

We hope this finds you and yours healthy and taking care. Here are a few things on tap:

**Big Announcement on Tuesday**

We are releasing an exciting new feature on our website that will inform our evolving policy platform! Stay tuned for our announcement and ways you can take part on Tuesday.

**A Birthright to Capital**

Wondering how to ensure baby bonds are an equitable idea that serve people of color? Our partners Prosperity Now and the Kirwan Institute released a new report highlighting design elements that address rising economic inequality and the racial wealth gap. [Check it out here.](#)

**Thank you for voting**

Thanks to you, each of our three panels came in above 60th out of 238 panels! Announcements will be made in mid-April and we'll keep you posted.

**Just the sound of it gives me goose bumps!**

Jeremie joins [Kelly Burton, CEO of Founders of Color](#) to break down why we need economic liberation in a generation at the #Interrise conference this week. [Check out their conversation here.](#)

**More on Tuesday! Take care,**

LibGen
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